Fourteen days ago, J. Mike O'Connor walked into the Sala and asked for sanctuary. This act can certainly be interpreted as a protest against the Vietnam War, and immediate reactions were mixed.

As time proceeded, however, and the teach-ins, lectures and interviews progressed, it became apparent that O'Connor was going to make his stand, and this led to yet another protest. O'Connor's decision to stay was made after he was interviewed by the Minnesota Daily, and immediate reactions were mixed.

We would like to question the action of the Sophomore Council in voting to boycott Field Day this year. The Sophomore Council is a reflection of the student body as a whole, and it would appear that the councilors have not been given due consideration. If we were to ask for repair since June, One Plant Service was denied, giving him time to have a final kick.

In his letter which appears on this page, Steve Ehrenman '71, president of the class in question, lists the council's reasons for voting for boycott. The first of these is that there is no class in the near area. While we do not doubt that the Sophomore Council has dropped to an all-time low, we question the action of sophomore council on the basis that the Sophomore Council is a reflection of the student body as a whole, and it would appear that the councilors have not been given due consideration.

We are willing to concede the point. However, we would like to hear some more specific words with regard to the argument that "The Sophomore Council did not address the boycott motion." This is a reflection of the student body as a whole, and it would appear that the councilors have not been given due consideration.

As an addendum to the recent article about the new half-million dollar automobile being built for President John F. Kennedy, we believe that it will be illegal to drive the car on the highway. A car is one of the only means of travel, and it is not necessary for one to be in a hurry.

In an article about the use of the new half-million dollar automobile being built for President John F. Kennedy, we believe that it will be illegal to drive the car on the highway. A car is one of the only means of travel, and it is not necessary for one to be in a hurry.

Letters to The Editor

To the Editor:

On November 6, Sophomore Council voted to boycott Field Day. There were several arguments in favor of the motion:

1) Support in the class is near zero. This was attributed to the elimination of the Glove Fight, the time (11:00 Sunday morning) and the location, which were decided by the Sophomore Council.

2) The Sophomore Council did not address the Field Day motion in the Sophomore Council meeting.

3) The Sophomore Council did not address the Field Day motion in the Sophomore Council meeting.

In order to connect any number of flaws in the Sophomore Council's performance of the Living Theatre, we would like to ask for your help in connecting any number of flaws in the Sophomore Council's performance of the Living Theatre. We would like to ask for your help in connecting any number of flaws in the Sophomore Council's performance of the Living Theatre.